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Flexible Application,
Making"Accumulation"
Easier
One function of accumulation
conveying is to ensure that
goods are allowed to stop and
accumulated on the conveyor
line without stopping the
conveyor drive and without
any obvious increase to
motor load, to avoid the
adverse influence of frequent
startstop on the driving unit.
Read More

Damon Industry Initiated

Damon 2280 Series with

Antirust Performance?

"Zhejiang Made" –Making

Plastic Replacing the

Accuracy ?——No, No,

Group Standards of

Steel

No, Damon will settle it

"Logistics Conveyor Roller"

with one step.

In recent years, synchronous
pulley rollers have become more

Antirust oil is the key, and the

and more popular in the markets

antirust oil adopted by Damon is

During the last 20 years'

due to the precise positioning

the one that can be sprayed on

development, Damon Industry has

transportation and high

the shafts at both sides of driving

been constantly adhering to the tenet

transportation efficiency so that

rollers.The ideal purpose of

of "quality first", highly consistent to

the customer demands are

applying antirust oil is that the

the spirit of Brand Standards of

growing. Synchronous pulley

"Zhejiang Made". Serving as the

accuracy tolerance, installation

rollers, featured with more

benchmarking enterprise in "logistics

and use standards can be met on

powerful transmission capacity,

the basis of rust protection,

can be applicable to medium

while, such kind of antirust oil

andheavyload transportation. It

adopted by Damon Industry, by

is featured with compact

plenty times of practical

structure, simple design and

application, has been highly

tensionfree. It can be applied to

recognized by many customers in

dustfree rooms and other

the filed of express delivery,

environment with much strict

logistics, airport and security

requirements matched with PU

inspection. After 20 years of

synchronous belts. Compared

highly attention on roller R&D,

with traditional belt drive, it can

quality, service and details, we

work under certain severe

are capable of providing high

conveyor roller" industry, Damon
Industry has passed the strict audit,
and has been in the 2nd List of
Standards Making Plan of "Zhejiang
Made" in 2018.
Read More

Grow up with Damon
Industry

environmental conditions and is

featured with easy maintenance

quality products and excellent

and lubricationfree property due

service and solutions.

to the property of antislip
(hydrophilia).

Read More
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In the race against time, the company
grew from scratch, from small to
large, survived and grew. In 2017,

Forging ahead with the

Are your sprockets

Focus on "Shaft"

turning black, my dear?

With the continuous

In order to make clients happy,

improvement of its own

Damon Industry found a

requirements and the pursuit of

solution. Tests have shown that

quality, Damon Industry rollers

the antirust oil is both eco

have withstood many harsh tests

friendly and suitable for welding.

of the international industry

It is sprayed on top of the

our sales exceeded 2 billion, and the
company continued to grow steadily
with a 20%30% annual
performance. And the staff team also
continued to grow as well. In a few
years, the number of employee from
less than 100 to almost 300 . The
staff team has grown and it has also
been accompanied by the continuous
growth of staff.
Read More

giants, and increasingly obtained

sprockets and it creates an oil

Zhejiang Damon Industry

approval and have served

film coating.Antirust resistance

Equipment Co., Ltd

factories and warehouses, airport

is high, the products fully meet

logistics, distribution centers, etc.

functional requirements and

around the world. Even for some

highquality results are proven

services, after nearly 10 years,

by the fact that they keep their

the rollers are still reliable and

original color.

usable. In the pursuit of
excellence and consistency

Read More

enterprise spirit, Damon Industry
has never ignored any details,
and has forged ahead with the
Zhejiang Damon Industry Equipment

focus on "shaft" with more

CO.,LTD, Since its established in

professional products and

1997, has always been committed to
providing the highest quality conveyor
rollers and services for a wide rang of

services.
Read More

industries. Damon Industry conveyor
rollers are used in a variety of
industries including food distribution,
pharmacy, tobacco, clothing, postal

R&D optimization at

Standardization of

express, logistics and distribution,

Damon Industry

Quality Management

manufacturing, rubber and airport

Process, making Damon

industries. Damon Industry provides a

Rollers more competitive

vast range of reliable and innovative
roller solution.We provide customers
with over 40 different products,
covering a variety of specifications to
suit user's different requirements.
Today, our products exported Europe,

According to the new technology,

the United States, Japan, Australia,

the special machine developed by

etc, and this range is gradually

Damon Industry team and

expanding.Damon Industry was

Over the last 20 years, Damon

external experts will enhance the

Industry has been growing a lot

product dimension accuracy by

and so it was its Quality

one level. The production

Management System. And the

efficiency is increased by more

hardworking Quality

awarded "The Most Innovative Brand"
in the industry of Chinese logistics
equipment. Damon Industry was also
selected for the "Chinese Green

Warehousing and Distribution

than 30%, the manufacturing

Management team members

Technology & Equipment"

cycle is reduced by 20%, the site

designed a "Quality Control plan"

recommended directory. We will

is 1/3 less than that of the

to make sure that the products

always focus on supplying outstanding

original, meeting the customer's

pass initial, inprocess, during

conveyor roller solutions to local and

requirements in terms of "high

production and final QC

global customers.

precision, excellent quality, short

inspections; for each step of the

term" and the spirit of

production process, from raw

"continuous improvement and

material receiving, to production

excellence" advocated by real

and transportation, there were

crafts men.

established detailed acceptance
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testing content, standards,
methods, check frequency and
record frequency, along with
certain tasks for each worker, so
that the whole process could be
effectively controlled.
Read More
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